, lanes 1, to the length of the RNA extension. However, cleavage by 385/388 also increases in intensity in EC13, and on 2, 6, and 7). This is consistent with the ITC3 structure ( Figure 2D ), which reveals that the NT strand and intercathe NT strand a biphasic pattern of cleavage develops with centers at appx. ϩ6 and appx. Ϫ2. This biphasic lating hairpin protect T strand downstream of Ϫ8 from OH· generated at 385/388, while T strand upstream of pattern is seen with 385, 388, and 393, though with 385 the ϩ6-centered cleavage is strongest (Figure 2A , lane Ϫ10 is protected by NT strand and the promoter recognition loop, so that only Ϫ8 to Ϫ10 of the T strand would 5), with 393 the Ϫ2-centered cleavage is stronger (lane 15), and 388 exhibits similar intensities for both sets be accessible to OH· generated at 385/388 (as suggested by the red arrow in Figure 2D ). However, in ITC6, cleavages (lane 10). These changes suggest that extension of the RNA from 7 to 13 nt is associated not simply cleavage at Ϫ9 diminishes or disappears, and cleavage appears around Ϫ2 ( Figure 2B, lanes 3 and 8) , and then with translocation of polymerase, but also with a reorganization of the transcription complex. shifts to Ϫ1 in ITC7 (lanes 4 and 9) .
A change in the position of cleavage by any given Residue 239 is part of the intercalating hairpin, which is important for promoter melting, and stacks between conjugate could reflect movement of the polymerase as a whole, reorientation of DNA within the complex, or the T and NT strands on the Ϫ5 bp in ITC3 ( Figure 2D ing groove, but it is not immediately apparent why 723 cleavage is strongest at Ϫ13, rather than at the closer Ϫ9/Ϫ10. However, inspection of Figure 4C reveals that, if RNA is bound in the groove, a wall of protein would partially protect Ϫ9 to Ϫ12 from OH· generated at 723 (as suggested by the magenta arrow in Figure 4C ). This wall ends at the upstream edge of the groove, allowing OH· a free path from 723 to Ϫ13 (suggested by the green arrow). These data indicate that RNA from Ϫ8 to Ϫ13 binds in a positively charged groove flanked in its central segment by 303 and 764, and by 745 and 153 at its downstream and upstream edges, respectively.
Conjugates 385, 388, 393, 394, and 644 cleave RNA in EC24 ‫5ف‬ nt away from the 3Ј end ( Figure 4A, lanes  13-22) . This is consistent with simple extension of the 3 bp RNA:DNA duplex in ITC3, as well as with structurefunction studies, indicating that in the ITC, 393 and 394 are near the RNA ‫5ف‬ nt away from the 3Ј end (Brieba et al., 2001 ). The cleavage patterns seen as T7RNAP initiates tranthe transcription bubble upon transition to elongation scription are summarized in Figure 6 . As RNA grows ( Figure 2B, lanes 4 and 5) . from 1 to 7 nt, cleavages upstream of Ϫ4 do not shift Finally, note that 385, 388, 393, 394, and 239 in Figures  (Figure 6 , Static), indicating that interactions with these 2 and 3 do not cleave the T strand region expected to regions anchor the polymerase even as more downhybridize with RNA. If this reflects protection by RNA, stream DNA threads through the complex. An exception these same conjugates should cleave the RNA compleis T strand cleavage by thumb residues 385/388, which mentary to the protected T strand regions. This is conshifts from Ϫ9 to Ϫ2 when the RNA is extended from 4 firmed by the RNA cleavage data. For example, 239 to 6 nt, and NT strand cleavage at Ϫ5 by 385/388, which does not cleave T strand downstream of ϩ1 in ITC7 decreases markedly at the same point. Since similar ( Figure 3A, lanes 3-7) , but does cleave RNA opposite ϩ1 changes are not seen for other conjugates that cleave to ϩ4 of the T strand ( Figure 4A, lane 2) Figure 6 . However, this does not lead to translocation of the NT strand, at patterns due to conformational changes (rather than translocation or DNA rearrangement) were assigned to least not relative to 239 and 393, which cleave at similar positions on the NT strand as the RNA is extended from instances where the cleavage positions of a conjugate changed in a manner distinct from those of other conju-1 to 7 nt (changes in NT strand cleavage upon RNA extension from 1 to 4 nt may reflect stabilization of the gates that cleaved in the same regions. This is suggested for 239, which-like 385, 388, or 394-cleaves open complex). A shift in the center of NT strand cleavage by 385/388 from Ϫ2 to ϩ1 as the RNA is extended T strand within the transcription bubble in ITC7, and which-like 385, 388, and 644-also cleaves RNA in from 4 to 7 nt may reflect bending of the thumb (rather than NT strand translocation) because such a bend ITC7 (Figure 6 ). In EC13, 385, 388, and 394 continue to cleave the T strand at positions (relative to the RNA 3Ј would move 385/388 downstream along the NT strand, and because the other conjugates that cleave in this end) similar to those seen in ITC7, and 385, 388, and 644 cleave RNA in the EC as they do in the ITC. However, region do not show similar shifts in their cleavage sites.
RNA extension from 7 to 13 nt results in several in EC13, 239 cleaves neither the RNA nor the T strand within the transcription bubble, and T strand cleavage changes in cleavage patterns, some of which can be attributed to translocation, but many of which may not is, instead, directed upstream of the bubble, suggesting Figure 7C has precedent in a DNAP I (KF) primer-template structure. In that structure to 6 nt, the T strand scrunches into the complex (suggested by the wavy blue arrow in Figure 7A ), and more (Beese et al., 1993) , primer-template binds in a cleft beneath the thumb that, in T7RNAP, is partially occupied NT strand becomes unpaired and loops out (cyan arrow in Figure 7A ) but does not translocate across the polyby the intercalating hairpin. Thus, the upstream DNA in the T7RNAP and DNAP I ECs may bind similarly, the merase. The thumb also bends in, toward the RNA and the template binding cleft (indicated by the dark blue major difference being that the former has an intercalating hairpin that forces DNA in this region to bind in arrow), hinging between 388 and 393.
When the EC forms, additional transitions occur. Resiunwound form ( Figure 7C ). In the EC13 used here, the RNA:DNA hybrid is, at due 239 turns away from the T strand binding cleft and downstream DNA, and toward DNA upstream of the most, 7 bp (Brieba and Sousa, 2001b) . In Figure 7C , a 7 bp hybrid is modeled and Ϫ8 to Ϫ13 of the RNA is transcription bubble. As suggested by the red arrow in Figure 7B , this could involve rotation of the intercalating placed in the positively charged groove identified in Figure 4C . This constrains RNA from Ϫ7 to Ϫ9 to pass hairpin by ‫09ف‬Њ. alistic movies of such machinery in action, replete with
